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The biggest crisis in history is coming towards us
"The truth is that risk means that you may lose some or all of your investment, and usually, the investment
assessment will take risks, but is the world really paying attention to these risks?"
War risk:
? nuclear war between North Korea, South Korea and the United States;
? the war between Ukraine, the United States and Russia;
? war between Syria, Israel, the United States, Al Qaeda, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Iran and Iraq;
? There are other more war between nations.
Economic risk:
? Global debt of up to $ 230 trillion - these debts are never repayable and can not be financed when the interest
rate is normal;
? Global debt-free liabilities are as high as $ 250 trillion - that debt can never be honored;
? $ 20 trillion on the central bank's balance sheet - are insolvent;
? The United States is insolvent - only the overpaid dollar and the army are struggling to support;
? Most industrialized and emerging countries survive only under quantitative easing - it is not a long? Interest rates in 20 countries are zero or less - this can not be supported;
? For the bill system - the currency will become worthless.
Financial risk:
? Global derivatives worth $ 1.5 trillion - these derivatives will collapse as counterparties go bankrupt;
? bankrupt European banking system - is unlikely to survive;
? Excessive leveraged global banking system - leverage is 20 to 50 times;
? There are bubbles in most asset classes - stocks, bonds, and real estate.
Political risk:
? The United States has a lame duck president - irrational or do not take the risk of action.
? EU elite - unelected and irresponsible - will destroy Europe.
? Globalization is suspended.
Of course, the risks listed above are not decisive.
In one sentence: the world is facing the risk of major war, economic and financial collapse. Just one of the risks
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becomes a reality is enough to change the world for a long time. We live in a tightly connected world, and the
greater danger is that, due to the domino effect, an event triggers another event until all the risks are real.
But the world has been completely immune to the risk, there is no market for these risks pricing. Otherwise, we will
not see the historical highs and valuations of stocks, bonds and real estate markets too high. The central bank has
achieved long-term success in alchemy, so that the market has completely ignored the risk. Unlimited money,
credit expansion, manipulation of interest rates and devaluation of money is a permanent solution for an
economically expanding world. But to completely fool the people, the news must also be manipulated, this is the
source of false news. Financial and economic data must be tampered with, and the basis of accounting is
constantly changing.
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